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◦ Granular. Indeterminate. Relational. I leave myself unfinished, imperfect. ◦ My hand sets 
the scale for my knowns. Collecting events, emerging, repeating. ◦ Withering. Blurred 
celebration of continuity. A house in LA. ◦ Time returns us to ourselves. Out of bounds and 
vulnerable. Sunbathing. ◦ 𝚫S ≥ 0, darling ◦ No past or future, but still, duration. No person 
here. Dry bone and breath. Smooth marble columns. A shudder. ◦ I have heard that 
knowledge is just a rumor until it is felt in the body. We become increasingly 
inappropriate. Rumors spread till I know. I know I know I know. ◦ Index of vision. XXX. 
Approximations. ◦ Revolution on a cellular level. To fix a boundary is to misuse it.◦ Shining 
eyes and silent slink. With much tenderness; Yours; Luck and courage out there. ◦ 

____ 
Entitled like a cut-up or découpé and held together by the format of the exhibition, this 
series momentarily takes the shape of a single piece before facing a future of separation, 
distance, and reconfiguration. Repetition points to a continual process of becoming within 
this new series of monochromatic works in which the hand sets the scale for the world 
through visceral gestures and imprints. These gestures break away from the idea of 
gesture as mark-making or the desire to leave an individual stamp, and instead, integrate 
transparency and material interaction through an intimate act of discovery. Sewn finger 
holes create an opportunity to think about entering the picture plane— entering an 
image… trying on and wearing an image. These paintings are sincere reminders that 
surface and image are a construct. Improvisation and evidence of the hand become a 
means to recall authorship as a fictive process, a search for an image— groping and 
slipping into being. 

In “The Order of Time”, Carlo Rovelli dissolves time as we have understood it and suggests 
alternatively, that time can be better understood starting from the structure of our brain 
and emotions than from the physical universe. He suggests that we cannot fully or 
adequately define time because “we do not have the grammar for it”. I see abstraction as 
a space for approaching these unknowns. Not having the grammar is a clue for growth. 
Uncertainty is a signifier for the possibility of discovery and reinvention. Here are the places 
where we find opportunity for forming new neural-networks. The borderland between 
abstraction and figuration offers a place to explore the boundary between self and other 
and tenderness for humanity’s condition of shared incompleteness.


